Low Voltage Machine Testimonials
Click here, and do a search to see if your disease is treatable.

LUNGS - COVID - ROSS RIVER VIRUS Just like to tell you about another success with the Low Voltage
Machine. For about 6 months I had slowly worsening issues with my
lungs until it got to the point where about 4 times a day I would find it
impossible to suck in enough air to barely stay conscious and needed
to sit down to avoid passing out.
I had seen a few GPs who I must say were worse than useless, did a
few tests but came up with nothing.
When my machine arrived I tried a few of the pre-settings the
machine offered. On about the 3rd attempt I tried setting for Group
10 and after just 4 days my lungs were totally fixed, another great
success from Low Voltage Machine.
On another great note my ex wife was talking to her friend's new
partner and mentioned it was probably only the Low Voltage Machine
that kept her alive, and to her amazement he said, "Yes they are
brilliant, it totally smashed my Ross River Virus".
The good news keeps on coming.
Lucky the new machine came with presets, I had never heard of
Gram + or Gram - so would never have thought to try that setting.
That same setting is doing great things for my house mate.
Thanks again
Regards Steve
Western Australia
So great to breathe easy again, I was beginning to get very worried.

COVID-19
Thank you, these frequencies you emailed me are the same
frequencies I previously found on the internet, they were not directly
attributed to you, and I could not find them in your latest frequency
list manual that I was aware of, which is why I wanted make sure you
were aware of them... the wuhan or 19 n-coV virus frequency set in
your listing that you emailed to me is what I found before and
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attribute to saving me. I found them at the worst time that I had in
being able to breath, or more precisely, becoming unable to breath.
To begin with, I am a 54 y/o male in relatively good health, my
symptoms were mild, only really noticeable was the unshakable dry
unproductive cough with slow progression of lung congestion. I had
no noticeable fever or sore throat and only noticed a redness in my
throat about a day before I was in acute trouble with my breathing,
but again, not really a sore throat... I really thought it was a normal
cold or the beginning of allergy season... up until I became aware
that I was in acute trouble breathing and this wasn't going to be
letting up. Using the Wuhan or 19 N-coV frequency set, did one very
important thing for me, it made the congestion in my lungs go from a
thick uncoughable problem to making it a thin but coughable liquid.
Having the ability to cough the congestion out isn't painless, but it
does make things manageable compared being unable to clear it out
and/or breath. I am not sure if this is actually helping to handle "the
19 N-coV" part, but being able to breath clearly enough on my own is
enough, and allowing me to carry on as is. Breathing is a good thing!
I tried to get tested at the point I realized I had bronchitis. I have had
bronchitis and pneumonia enough times in my past to realize when I
am "there", and also that I am quite prone to respiratory problems.
But because I didn't have a doctor's release, or pass the screening
process, which was only geared at people in acute trouble breathing,
which I was not at that point... they sent me away without testing me,
only apologizing that there was only a limited number of test kits
available, and they were saving those for people in obvious acute
need. So I have no clinical diagnosed proof of actual infection, even
though I know that I have never been hit this hard and fast with any
other type of respiratory illness ever, and have no doubt in my own
mind what I have/had was this corona virus.
As far as I am concerned, my Low Voltage Machine machine saved
my life a few days ago... because as we all know, and are made
painfully aware of from the daily news reports, there is nothing
available in all the medical systems of the world to fight this corona
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virus, and nobody knows when there will be. The only and last
measure they do have is a respirator... if there is one available.

FLU VIRUS
Hello, just wanted to let you know we love the pro V2 Low Voltage
Machine machine !
It works, knocked out the flu virus on 3 of my family used the
(influenza general)
Group, thanks.
I noticed on myself...using the back pain group that the other results
like scar-tissue disappearing from old injuries.
My 5 yr. Old grand son got notisabily better just from being in the
room while treating his mother (my daughter) for the flu. Like he
was’nt getting better from medication at all, but after the Low Voltage
Machine he was back to normal.
I believe this is close to the fountain of youth, R S

BREAST CANCER
I am very excited! I am a breast cancer survivor, however it came
back. I decided to buy your Low Voltage Machine which I haves used
for about a year. Went to my doctor and had a Pet scan the results
showed no cancer in my body. The dr wants me to continue on
Ibrance. That's all he knows. My question to you is how often would
you suggest that I continue using the professional Low Voltage
Machine machine? It has really been a blessing. I just don't believe I
would be cancer free without it. My doctor really seemed surprised at
my results. Thank you guys, may God continue to bless you!

CONSTANT ITCHINESS - SKIN INFECTION
Since I received the replacement Low Voltage Machine professional
zapper, the healing and reduction of skin infection with Morgellons
has decreased and I feel normal and not distracted by constant
itchiness.
Using a mat and feet attachments together the elimination of
parasites is much faster. Also it is important not to eat carbs, milk
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products or fruits as this is the main food resource for parasites.
M.V.=

SORE FOOT - OSTEOARTHRITIS
Hi Michele received my machine in September 2017 to treat my
Lymphoma which I have just finished 6 monthly bouts of chemo - not
nice but effective for now- doctor said the cancer is treatable not
curable. Decided to leave the Low Voltage Machine treatment for this
lymphoma and concentrate on a chronic sore foot that my doctor
diagnosed as Osteoarthritis, let me tell you the results are
outstanding I am back walking and some running as I have been a
runner all my life, also a knuckle injury in my right hand that ended
my boxing for fitness days some 5 years ago is actually getting
better.
Will be turning on Lympoplasmacytic Lymphoma Christmas Day
which I decided to back in September, will do a blood test in February
and week later a video linkup with the specialist down in Perth, we
will see what happens then.

SCHIZOPHRENIA
Hello, i'm experiencing result with resolving my schizophrenia, initially
everything got worse, the voices more persistent, for 2 weeks and
then within a month i noticed i was significantly calmer less agitated, i
also notice the volume on my voices as less by 50% or 70%, i mean
my voices were really loud before, louder than a tv on full volume, i
had it bad indeed, but now it's whispering :) and i hardly get voices
anymore, i can trigger it easily though, i imagine i'll beable to trigger
(voices) until it totally fades out to nothing.
i'm really grateful of ur help....
it's only 1 month 15 days in now, so i'm seeing good results, btw, i'm
using it some hours of the day and all night!!!!
i just might notify you later if it totally works, i wonder if i'll hear sound
in my head again like i used too or is that psychosis also lol.
2011 i had intrusive thoughts racing fast multiple thoughts at once,
then 2012 my mind went silent for one year
, i had trouble conprehending with my mind then, 2012 october, i hear
loud voices at a distance!
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so it might be interesting for you to hear the end result, if the sound
goes back side my head and i think normally again :) S.R.

DIGESTIVE ISSUES - GAS
I noticed that there is nothing in the blog about gas, bowels,
intestional discomfort, so I thought I would share my experience.
I started eating some fiber/starchy foods that I apparently couldn’t
digest, and started experiencing gas, looser bowels, and a sense that
I was not digesting well. I used the bacterial infections gram+ set.
I could feel it working on the first day, and the gas is almost
gone,after 2 weeks. I know that eating sugar also affects me, and I
have used both the detox organs and detox metal sets for better
intestional comfort. I repeat these set every so often.
My husband had gas and explosive bowl movements and we used
the bacterial infections and mycoses set. After one night his bowel
movements were not explosive and he was better after 10 days of
overnight use.
My experience is that the right frequency set will “feel like it is
working” so if one of the above sets doesn’t seem to work, then try
another.
I also know that eating foods that aren’t right for me alters the
progress of the frequency treatment. I would also say that we have
experienced improvement with almost everything that we have tried.
P.C.

BACK PROBLEMS
Several years ago, my younger daughter injured her back while
pregnant with twin boys. Several days ago she entered the hospital
with severe sciatica involving excruciating pain in her lower back and
complete numbness of her right leg and foot. She was treated with
pain medication and steroid injections. The doctors advised her to
learn to live with the chronic pain.
After returning home, the steroid effect wore off and her pain returned
worse than before - 9 on a scale of 1-10.
Two days ago, I urged her to use the Low Voltage Machine machine I
had sent her for another problem. As of yesterday, 24 hours after
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starting the Low Voltage Machine machine treatment, her pain
declined from 8 to 4.
She can sit again, and lie down without pain. The feeling is returning
to her leg and foot.
My older daughter had the same problem from carrying twin girls.
She was incapacitated with back pain several years ago. The Low
Voltage Machine machine eliminated her back pain, as it did for
several friends who had been experiencing chronic back and neck
pain.

RECTAL CANCER -HPV
E.T., was working on Ano rectal cancer on join and HPV:
Results show it's completely gone.. They're amazed!! Scan in 3
months to make sure. They will monitor me for next few years. I'm
going to keep on with all Protocols and will still do the cleanses and
be in touch with how I'm progressing.
Big hug and love for all your support these last weeks has been so
amazing. Really appreciate it. If you ever need help this end let me
know!!!

AUTISM
This is from someone we are working with who is doing an autism
study. He has published results and keeps us up to date as to the
progress. This little bit was just sent to me - it was included in an
email, not really a report, just a mention:
As more monthly reports come in [every month], the improvements
simply continue. Our 33 year old who has been autistic since age 8
has now reversed 17 of his 19 attributes [as of this month] which he
initially presented as severe or moderately serious. That is just about
90% reversal. The one year or greater clients are now likely at least
at 80% on average reversal. Utterly remarkable.

LUNG CANCER
I will also tell you that may lungs now are completely free from
cancer! Wonderful!
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Every night I slept with the straps. Every morning I made juice from
apple, carrot, celery, cucumber and ginger. I inhaled colloid silver two
to three times a day. I also took dr. Budwig´s method with oil of flaxseed mixes in cottage cheese (1 tbs oil and 2 tbs cottage cheese).
Every evening I drunk a drink of seed milk, cur cumin and ginger. And
not to forgot I drank several glasses of water with lemon every day.
So you see I did a lot of different things. And I am convinced that you
can heal from cancer if you do the right things.

STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS - STENOTROPHOMONAS
MALTOPHILA
My son thanks to the Low Voltage Machine Machine was able to
eliminate Staphylococcus aureus and Stenotrophomonas maltophila.
Thank you, A.F.

EYE FLOATERS
I used the floaters frequencies for about 2 months.
I thought I was losing my vision - ran to the eye doctor - and it was a
bunch of floaters had coagulated in front of my lense. I had a hard
time taking photos.
I used the frequencies for 2 months and had to change to teeth
problems.
Over the next week, the floaters seem to have disappeared.
Isn't that great. S.F.

BRAIN CANCER - 4 MONTHS TO LIVE
If you are looking to expand your testimonial page I can share one. In
October of 2015 I was diagnosed with stage 4 brain cancer,
glioblastoma multiforme. Had a craniotomy that based on a 2nd
opinion, they left the tumor and did not cut it out. The oncologist told
me I had about 4 months to live on average. However, I opted out of
all conventional medical care. No more surgeries, 0 raditiation, 0
chemo, 0 pharmaceutical drugs. I purchased the Low Voltage
Machine in 11/15 and used it almost every night by faith. Along with a
good diet, proper supplements, exercise and meditation. I am a
walking miracle. After those first 12 days in the hospital, I never
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missed a day from work. Didn't get sick in 2016. I live an incredible
quality of life. T.B.

SKIN RASH
A red rash of unknown origin appeared on my husband's calves. We
used our intuition and chose skin diseases, bacterial. My husband
did one frequency set during the day, and 4 frequency sets overnight.
He felt like something was happening, but in the morning there
seemed to be little change. The next morning however, the rash had
faded by about a quarter - a noticeable difference. He applied
colloidal silver topically, and now a few days later, the rash is gone.
My belief is that if we had continued to use the Low Voltage
Machine, it would have continued to fade, but he wanted to work on
more serious problems with the Low Voltage Machine. Your
recommendation was to do 7-14 sets, and in our opinion, the results
agreed with this recommendation.
I think doing a detox set with it would also have been good, and he
did take a detox herb.

ARTHRITIS
I began with the arthritis comprehensive, for treatment of minor
arthritis pain. After 3 weeks, I noticed improvement, but I wanted
more pain relief so I could jog. I discovered that I could feel the
frequencies and I could intuit which ones were stronger for me. Since
then I have combined frequencies from different sets to make my
own personalized 10 frequency set. I managed to get rid of virtually
90 % of the pain and could jog with ease.
Here are my conclusions:
Doing the detox sets at the same time allowed me to be pain free
when jogging. I was so happy.
A good diet is essential. I overate sugar and wheat, and my
symptoms came back again with different pains, and so now I am
doing 2 different personalized frequency sets a day for support.
My emotional state significantly affects my discomfort, and I believe
that my improvement is much slower as a result of stress. The Low
Voltage Machine helps me regain my balance.
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The arthritis, degenerative set is the same as the osteoarthritis set,
and I found this set helpful.
Don't be put off by how the frequencies are labeled. I used
frequencies from the arthritis rheumatoid ,reactive, rheumatic acute,
juvenile rheumatic, and specific frequency sets, even though I don't
what these conditions are. I believe that some frequencies work
better for some people than others, and alternating frequency sets
might cover more frequencies that work for the individual. P.C.

RUNNY NOSE
I get a lot of advertising in my mail for various health products. In
one of these they were promoting their treatment for sinus
conditions. They told of a study made by the Mayo Clinic which
showed that there was fungus in the mucus of 96 percent of patients
with sinus problems. I often have a runny nose in the morning which
usually dries up a little later. I found the frequencies for fungus and
used them. In a few days the morning flow from my nose was greatly
reduced. I think that I will now use the frequencies for sinus and see
if I can clear up the remainder. R.H.

AGGRESSIVE BRAIN TUMOR
I have not told you about C. for a long time. You may remember that
she had a serious aggressive brain tumor. She made a "miraculous"
recovery using my old machine. (Her doctor thought it was due to
the Chemo.) However, they gave her another round of chemo which
left her quite weak. I think it was an accumulation of toxins. She was
using the detox frequencies. (I am not sure that she needed that last
round of chemo, but I am not a doctor.) She seems OK now but is
not back to her normal stamina. She is excited that she has found a
doctor (at least I think he is a doctor) who believes in the Low Voltage
Machine. I only see C. at church and she is so busy flitting around
doing various jobs that I have not been able to have a long
conversation. I am encouraged by any health care professional who
is using the Low Voltage Machine technology. I hope that it does not
get him in trouble. R.H.
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PSORIASIS - LYME DISEASE
I wanted to share this with you. My husband has been dealing with
horrible psoriasis for many years. He was on all kinds of medication,
plus injections, for years. After one month on the Low Voltage
Machine he is completely free of psoriasis!! The Low Voltage
Machine machine has been a true miracle for both of us!! My Lyme is
in remission and I'm feeling better each day. I can't tell you how many
days I wanted to die. I now have my life back and am so grateful for
this miracle. We ordered our second Low Voltage Machine so we
could both use a Low Voltage Machine at the same time!!
Thank you for being so helpful. I'm sure we will send you a lot of
business!! We are living proof IT WORKS!!
Sincerely, C

DOG KAPOSI’S DISEASE
I have saved my dog from Kaposi's disease - he is cleared of that.
Thank you very much.

LYMES - CHRONIC FATIGUE - FIBROMYALGIA - BRAIN FOG
- EXHAUSTION
I remember you saying your daughter was helped with Low Voltage
Machine Machine. I've been with Lymes/Chronic Fatigue /Fibro ...
Worst the Brain Fog & Exhaustion ... Pain I can handle.
This machine REALLY did I the trick. I've tried SO many things '93
that it just seems a waste of $$$. This one people are saying is the
REAL Deal ...
Thank you!

HIVES
I had an Uber passenger on Friday who brought up the Low Voltage
Machine machine out of the blue. He had been getting treatment for
a serious case of hives for years, with no effect. The Low Voltage
Machine machine cleared it up and he has had no further problems.
He was amazed by how the Low Voltage Machine machine solved
his problem after spending a lot of money on medical treatment and
getting no relief.
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SHINGLES
Also, I think we can add another success story to the Low Voltage
Machine. My wife was diagnosed with shingles the day after
symptoms occurred. She took a week's worth of a prescription with
no guarantee that it would go away or even go away soon. I
programmed one setting for the anti-shingles frequencies after which
she got hooked up. Within about 10 days, the symptoms
disappeared, and she seems healed.
Thanks again.

LUNG CANCER CURED IN 5 WEEKS
Have been studying and learning about this technology for 3
decades... My Mother has been using one of your machines for 2
years with incredible result. My sister recently started with another
machine and a young realtor (at my suggestion) in his 3rd year of
battle with lung cancer... Which cleared his cancer in 5 weeks,,, at
least according to full body scan at MD Anderson in Houston,Texas.
Incredible!
He attempted to explain his gratitude, but words would not come... All
he could do was hug my neck…

PINK EYES
This client contracted "pink eye" and was directed to the Low
Voltage Machine conjunctivitis setting.
In less than two days, the condition resolved. Everybody else in
the household had it for more than a week.
I have a cochlear implant and have been using mine with no problem
my had eye an implant also and uses it without problems.

NIGHT SWEATS - MORGELLONS/LYME DISEASE -SCALP
ITCH
Thanks very much for the information in response to my question
about development the Low Voltage Machine frequency groups.
I have been thinking about the amazing resolution of my problem with
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night sweats, and have felt that I should elaborate on this experience
by way of a testimonial.
This is a very personal problem, which I had not talked about much.
However I did discuss it with several physicians, but nobody had a
good answer.
It began with my cardiac bypass surgery in 1999 at the age of 59.
Prior to that, I had never had any instances of night sweats. It started
out as a minor annoyance and inconvenience. In order to protect the
bedding, I began wearing pull-over shirts to bed, and one shirt would
absorb all the moisture at night for some years.
However, as the years went by, the condition worsened, and I began
having to change shirts during the night. Sometimes the soiled shirt
had so much moisture in it that it bled into the sheets, and I would
have to either put down a beach towel or move to the other side of
the bed.
I tried to find helpful information on-line, but could find nothing of use.
The condition continued to worsen until, over the last several years, I
was often changing shirts five times a night, and sometimes the shirts
were completely soaked. The sweating seemed to be concentrated
around my neck and upper torso, It did not affect my arms or legs or
lower torso. I just resigned myself to living with it for the remaining
years of my life.
About five months ago (May 2015), I discovered the Low Voltage
Machine machine for my daughter's Morgellons/Lyme disease
problems. I was able to acquire the use of a Low Voltage Machine
machine for myself, with the idea of treating unrelated problems with
arthritis in my knees, a vision deficiency, gout, and painful bunions in
my feet.
Much to my surprise, after several months of Low Voltage Machine
machine use, a long-standing problem with persistent scalp itch
suddenly disappeared.
I also began to notice a gradual improvement in the night sweats,
but at first I did not think it was a permanent change. However, in the
last week I have realized that I no longer have even the slightest
dampness around the collar of my pullover shirt that I have worn
overnight. The night sweat problem has been completely eliminated
by the Low Voltage Machine machine!
I don't know what frequencies did the trick. In any case, I am
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extremely pleased and grateful for the resolution of this most
annoying problem, although it seems trivial compared to the
problems associated with Lyme disease and cancer that so many of
my friends and relatives are fighting with the Low Voltage Machine
machine. DL

ARTHRITIS - GOUT - NECK PAIN - SKIN GROWTH (MOLE?) DENTAL PAIN (ROOT CANAL)
L. stopped by last night on another matter, and the subject of our
mutual success with the Low Voltage Machine machine came up. In
my case, I have recently experienced severe arthritic knee pain and
gout-caused foot pain which had made walking almost impossible,
and which has almost disappeared after using the Low Voltage
Machine machine to treat these conditions. In fact, the gout pain in
my foot is completely clear, and the residual knee pain is very minor,
present only when my knee is in certain positions, and improving
every day.
In L's case, he had a longstanding problem with severe neck pain
following a mountain bike accident several years ago in which he was
thrown over the handlebars after hitting a rock, and suffered severe
spine damage. He was consuming "handfuls" of Ibuprofen every day
to live with the pain. He got a hold of the Low Voltage Machine
machine I had loaned to his wife, who had severe back pain which
was resolved by the Low Voltage Machine machine. Larry's neck pain
cleared up completely with the Low Voltage Machine treatment, and
he no longer needs medication for the neck pain.
Last night L. described two new positive experiences with the Low
Voltage Machine machine. The first experience involved a growth on
the skin of his upper back. He could not see the growth, but he
thought it was a large mole-type growth, and it was causing
considerable discomfort from constant itching. After one night using
the Low Voltage Machine machine in the SUPER SWEEP mode, he
noticed that the texture of the growth changed from firm into a mushy
character. Over the course of the next few days, the growth remained
soft and mushy, while shrinking in size. It has now disappeared
completely, as has the itching.
L's second experience involved dental pain from a tooth with an old
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root canal. Larry used the Low Voltage Machine machine "ROOT
CANAL" group (which I discovered is identical to the "DENTAL
BACTERIA" group) in an effort to treat what was probably an
infection on the tip of the root canal. After several nights of Low
Voltage Machine machine use, the dental/root canal pain has
completely cleared up.

ARTHRITIS -TOOTH PAIN
The Low Voltage Machine machine has almost completely resolved
severe arthritis pain in my left knee and a severe gout attack in my
left foot. A month ago I could barely move on my feet.
Then this weekend a tooth with an infected root started acting up,
and I was getting severe pain. After thirty minutes using the dental
group of frequencies on the Low Voltage Machine machine, the pain
receded. By the time I arrived at the memorial service for a friend
who had passed away, the pain was gone, and the tooth is
completely free of pain or soreness this morning.
The Low Voltage Machine machine is better than having your own
pharmacy and a doctor on call! D.L.

ARTHRITIS
After another night of deep sleep on the Low Voltage Machine
machine, I am almost completely free of the arthritis pain in my left
knee, and the gout pain in my left foot. I can walk normally and climb
stairs today with almost no pain (only the slightest pain in my knee).
D.

BACK AND HIP PAINS - NECK SHOULDER HIP KNEE ANKLE
PAINS
About a month ago (in August 2015) my wife borrowed the
professional version of the Low Voltage Machine machine from a
friend of ours because she was having serious back and hip pain.
She tried it and felt that it was giving her some help. I, on the other
hand, was very suspicious that this type of equipment could actually
do any real good for your health. After about two weeks she seemed
to have a significant amount of improvement and, since our friend
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also has a daughter who seemed to have some very positive results
from using the machine for her ailments (Morgellons/ Lyme Disease),
I thought I'd go ahead and give it a try for my neck, shoulder, hip,
knee and ankle pain.
By way of background I should explain that I've had a serious
mountain bike accident and fractured all of the vertebrae in my back.
It also completely smashed my vertebrae C4, which was removed at
the trauma center and reconstructed from some of my own bone and
replaced and held in place with four screws and a metal plate. That
was back in 2010. Since then I've had about six months of therapy to
get my neck back into shape and also there's been residual
soreness, stiffness and, on a bad day, a lot of extra pain.
Additionally, about 10 years ago I was diagnosed with a tear in my
knee, the meniscus was torn. I was scheduled for surgery but at the
very last minute decided against that and started using some natural
types of remedies and exercise to try and overcome the pain that
comes on a periodic basis. I did start riding bicycles again after the
2010 accident (after being cleared by my physician who said that my
neck and back had healed to be as strong as it ever was), even
though I still had some residual pain and stiffness and limited side to
side motion in my neck. After most bike rides I generally would feel
somewhat better, although the soreness often required me to take
about 600 mg of ibuprofen to calm down the swelling and ease the
soreness and limited pain. After a while I found myself needing to
take 600 mg of ibuprofen in the morning and in the evening to get
through the day and night.
So I decided to try the Low Voltage Machine machine and see if it
had any effect at all.
I noticed a distinct change in the level of soreness and lowering of
the amount of pain in my neck, shoulder, hip, knee, leg and ankle.
This allowed me to sleep that night without having to take any
ibuprofen. That was most encouraging.
So the next day I repeated the same type of session for about 20
minutes. Again following the session there was additional reduction
of pain and stress in my neck and shoulder to the point where I rated
on a scale of 1 to 10 as a one, almost negligible. There was also a
similar effect on my hip, leg, knee, and ankle. This is simply amazing
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to me and a most welcome change. For two weeks now I have not
taken any ibuprofen! The pain and stress in my neck, back and leg
is mostly gone, and is more easily manageable with stretching and
relaxation. I used the Low Voltage Machine machine only twice a
week for about 20 minutes each time and the relief is continuing.
Based on this experience, along with what my wife experienced we
have just purchased the professional model of the Low Voltage
Machine machine. We plan to continue to use it as needed for what
we have already started. Additionally we both have several other
ailments which we plan to try some sessions and frequencies.

TOOTHACHE (ROOT CANAL)
Recently (Sept 2015) I started having a toothache in a molar tooth. It
started gradually over a few weeks as I noticed that hot and cold or
chewing pressure on that tooth caused considerable pain, but in
general it was tolerable. Since I have had a number of root canals on
several other teeth it seemed a clear indicator that this condition
would eventually lead to another root canal.
Several weeks went by and I started to wake up at night with
increasing tooth pain which I ignored until the third night when I woke
up with unbearable pain. So I started to do as I had always done for
tooth pain; take 600mg of ibuprofen. As I got out of bed I noticed my
Low Voltage Machine machine and the thought occurred to me, being
the skeptic I am, that using it at the moment would be a convincing
test of how effective it might possibly be. I looked in the frequency
listing and to my surprise it had one called 'Root Canal (Bacteria
treatment)'.
So I reprogrammed the Low Voltage Machine Professional on Pulse
Sweep and laid down in bed. After about 20 minutes I drifted off to
sleep, then woke up again after a total of 1 hour on the machine.
Much to my surprise and delight the tooth pain was reduced to a
minimal level so I turned off the machine and continued with a full
night of sleep.
The next day upon awaking I notice that the tooth was not near as
sensitive to heat / cold or pressure but still gave me some low level
discomfort. Later in the day I did another Pulse Sweep session for
about 30 minutes. Now, about 2 weeks later, I still have no pain or
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discomfort in that tooth and if it comes back I'll certainly use the Low
Voltage Machine machine again as it was immediately effective with
lasting results.
San Diago, CA
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